1. In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to stylistic variation in linguistic description. Variation which used to be described as 'free' has lately been described as fitting within identifiable linguistic and/or social parameters. I discern three trends. In the first, variation that was previously ignored is incorporated into description in a fairly systematic way. An example of this is Harris' (1969: 7) claim that variation among the Spanish forms [esbjuQo] , [ezbjuo'o] and [ez[Jju5o] es viudo 'he is a widower' 'not only CAN but MUST be described in terms of stylistic levels. . . it will be shown that careful examination of the kinds of alternation under discussion leads to some interesting questions about the form and organization of phonological rules' (emphasis original).
The second trend is exemplified by studies such as Kelley (1963) , Bright (1970) and Henderson (1975) . In these studies, various styles of speech are identified, and rules are given for deriving informal variants from formal or underlying forms. Some of the rules described are seen as 'recapitulating the processes of historical sound changes' (Bright: 140) , or as differentiating between such recapitulation and recent borrowings . Other than these observations, few theoretical claims are made by such studies.
The third trend, and perhaps the best known, is the sociolinguistic analysis of variation, in which individual speakers' stylistic variation (while it plays a much smaller r61e than variation among speakers) is measured and is considered to be a necessary part of linguistic analysis: 'A monolectal phonology can show only one of the vowels in single-style grammars; when both vowels appear in a single style, if they should do so, the most that can be shown is an equipollent. . . optionality between them' (Bailey, 1973: 19) . Bailey goes on to say (23): 'Indeed, the patterns of variation in language could well provide psycholinguists with interesting hypotheses concerning the structure of the brain for profitable future investigations.' From what I can gather of the work of sociolinguists like Labov and Bailey, they consider stylistic variation to be an inseparable component of linguistic competence, but they do not go beyond predictions like that quoted above. That is, they are interested in setting up a model for linguistic description that will systematically account for stylistic variation, but they have done little work in the other direction.
I should like to see a fourth trend, one that will go in the other direction: the use of stylistic variation as evidence for particular analyses of underlying struc-ture. That is, I believe that not only must descriptions take stylistic variation into account, but linguists also must use stylistic variation in what I shall call, for want of a better term, their 'discovery procedures'. I shall give below some examples of this from Dari, the dialect of Persian spoken in Kabul, Afghanistan (see Henderson, 1975 , for a full description of stylistic variation in this language).
2. Dari has an eight-vowel surface-contrastive system: /i e E ae D u o u/. The first four vowels shown are front, and the last four are back. What is of primary interest here is the nature of the relationship of the two low vowels /as/ and /D/. In early descriptions (e.g. Phillott, 1919, and Kramsky, 1939) , their history was taken into account and they were represented as a and a. More recently, their pronunciation has been viewed as more important than their history, and the back one, /D/, has ceased to be regarded as a long version of the front one, /ae/ (cf. Shaki, 1957, and Kramsky, 1966) . Kramsky, in particular, came to view the roundness of /D/ as its chief distinctive feature (1966: 218) . American phonologists have also followed this analysis (Hodge, 1957) .
If we examine only one style of speech, there is little more to say about the Dari vowels than this; but stylistic variation provides important evidence for the underlying relationships of these two vowels. In informal speech, /h/ and /?/ are replaced by /j/ next to non-round vowels and by /w/ next to round vowels. The variation is shown in the following forms: In (1), /w/ replaces /h/ before round /u/ and /u/, /j/ replaces /h/ and /?/ between non-round /xf and /E/, but /h/ and / ?/ are replaced by /j/ next to round /D/, rather than by the expected /w/. The contradiction can be resolved if /D/ is considered to be functionally non-round, even though its allophones are round. The distribution of /j/ and /w/ as replacements for /h/ and /?/ thus becomes predictable, and the roundness of/D/ is shown to be a phonetic detail, not a functionally distinctive feature.
Stylistic variation can tell us still more about the Dari low vowels. We have established that /ae/ and /D/ are both functionally non-round, but we do not know, if we look at only one speech style (no matter which one we choose to look at), whether they are functionally related in any other way. In informal speech, /h/ and /?/, appearing between /e/ or /o/ and a consonant or word boundary, are deleted, with compensatory lengthening and tensing of the lax vowels to /e/ and /o/ respectively. The following forms show this: The backness and rounding of each vowel are thus seen as phonetic details, added by rules, since they are predictable. The opposition /ae/ :/D/ is proportional, in Praguian terms, to the oppositions /s/i/e/ and /o/:/o/, suggesting that the underlying low vowels should be symbolized //a// and //a//, just as they used to be. To the analyst who examines only one speech style, or who does not use speech style systematically in his analysis, the functional relationship of the Dari vowels would be obscured; the stylistic variations described above give, as far as I can tell, the only clues to the underlying relationships of the vowels.
3. Another case in which stylistic variation helps the analyst involves the Dari low vowels and /h/ and /?/ again. As noted above, /h/ and /?/ are deleted in informal speech; /ae/ is also deleted if it appears next to /D/ or another /ae/. To describe the variation accurately, it is now necessary to identify three styles of speech, which I have labelled FORMAL, DELIBERATE and COLLOQUIAL (Henderson, 1975) . Low vowel deletion takes place across morpheme and word boundaries in colloquial, across morpheme but not word boundaries in deliberate, and not at all in formal, as is shown below: What may be the best solution is to have the /h ?/ deletion rule apply before the low vowel deletion rule in colloquial, but after it in deliberate. The non-deleted low vowel would thus be protected in deliberate by the fact that /h/ or /?/ comes between it and the other low vowel, and it would thus escape deletion. In colloquial, the 'normal' order would apply, and the vowel would be deleted by coming into contact with another low vowel after the laryngeal had been deleted. This extension of the function of different rule orderings is, so far as I know, novel. Heretofore, differences in rule ordering have been adduced only as examples of horizontal and vertical dialect differences, although there are similarities between this analysis and 'quasi-ordered rules' (Fought, 1973: 67-86) . Chafe (1968) shows that certain dialect differences thought by many to be examples of different rule orderings are better viewed as restructurings of underlying representations ; but this surely cannot be the case in different styles within the same idiolect. The forms /sDpset/, /srjst/, and /sDt/ can be heard uttered by one person in contiguous sentences, and it seems most unlikely that there is anything to be gained from ascribing the differences to different underlying representations. But whether or not different rule orderings are the correct solution in this case, the point is that the question would never arise if stylistic variation were not used by the analyst in his search for linguistic structure. This is what Harris was alluding to (1969: 7), and I believe that continuing to look at stylistic variation in this way will be rewarding to sociolinguists and unhyphenated linguists alike.
